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Magnetoresistance quantum oscillations in a magnetic two-dimensional electron gas
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Magnetotransport measurements of Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillations have been performed on two-
dimensional electron gases (2DEGs) confined in CdTe and CdMnTe quantum wells. The quantum oscillations in
CdMnTe, where the 2DEG interacts with magnetic Mn ions, can be described by incorporating the electron-Mn
exchange interaction into the traditional Lifshitz-Kosevich formalism. The modified spin splitting leads to
characteristic beating pattern in the SdH oscillations, the study of which indicates the formation of Mn clusters
resulting in direct anti-ferromagnetic Mn-Mn interaction. The Landau-level broadening in this system shows
a peculiar decrease with increasing temperature, which could be related to statistical fluctuations of the Mn
concentration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At low temperatures, the longitudinal resistivity of metallic
systems exhibits quantum oscillations when submitted to a
sufficiently high magnetic field. These so-called Shubnikov–de
Haas (SdH) oscillations are, in particular, characteristic of
two-dimensional electron gases (2DEGs) confined in semicon-
ducting structures and appear at low magnetic fields prior to
the development of the quantum Hall effect in clean systems.
The analysis of the magnetic field and temperature dependence
of the SdH oscillations [1–4] provides valuable information on
the quantized density of states (e.g., the Landau-level shape
[3,5] and the cyclotron and spin gaps [6]) as well as on
the nature of the carrier scattering [3,4] and the associated
quantum life times [7,8]. While the most detailed studies
were historically undertaken in high-mobility GaAs-based
2DEGs, other 2D systems of high quality have slowly emerged,
enabling us to explore the influence of different parameters
such as the valley [9–11] and spin degrees of freedom [12,13],
as well as the effect of magnetism in these systems [14–16].

In this work, we present an investigation of the SdH
oscillations in a high-quality “magnetic 2DEG” in a diluted
magnetic semiconductor, CdMnTe [14,15]. CdMnTe is grown
by substituting a small fraction of Cd atoms by Mn in the
original (nonmagnetic) CdTe II–VI semiconductor. The high
quality of these systems was recently demonstrated by the
observation of the fractional quantum Hall effect [12,17].
A systematic comparison of the SdH oscillations in both
systems is made here to identify the particular effects related
to the presence of magnetic Mn ions. The SdH oscillations in
CdTe exhibit a behavior similar to that of the widely studied
GaAs-based 2DEG: a field-/temperature-independent Landau-
level broadening characteristic of a long-range scattering
mechanism and an exchange-enhanced spin gap leading to
spin-split oscillations (a doubling of the frequency) above
a critical magnetic field. In CdMnTe, the SdH oscillations
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exhibit an additional beating pattern with nodes where the
oscillations have a vanishing amplitude. We show that this
behavior is a consequence of the giant Zeeman splitting (GZS)
resulting from the s-d exchange interaction between electrons
and the S = 5/2 Mn spins [15]. The SdH characteristics can
be well described by incorporating the electron-Mn exchange
interaction into the traditional Lifshitz-Kosevich formalism
[18]. For a good quantitative description, the formation of
Mn pair clusters with direct Mn-Mn antiferromagnetic inter-
actions, which reduce the average Mn spin polarization, has
to be considered. Another peculiarity of the magnetic 2DEG
is a decrease of the Landau-level broadening with increasing
temperature, together with an increase in the broadening with
increasing magnetic field. This suggests a connection between
the Landau-level broadening and the Mn spin polarization,
as expected in the presence of local fluctuation in the Mn
concentration.

II. SAMPLES

The nonmagnetic CdTe sample consists of a 20-nm-wide
CdTe quantum well (QW) that is modulation doped with iodine
on one side and embedded between Cd0.74Mg0.26Te barriers.
The spatial profiles of the conduction band (CB) and valence
band (VB) at the � point in the direction perpendicular to
the QW plane are shown in Fig. 1(a). The band profiles
have been calculated solving self-consistently the Schrödinger
and Poisson equation including many-body electron-electron
exchange interaction within the mean-field approximation.
The magnetic sample consists of a 21.1-nm-wide Cd1−xMnxTe
QW. The average Mn concentration of ∼0.3% is introduced
by δ-doping within 7 separate monolayers among the 65
CdTe monolayers composing the QW. The spatial profile
of manganese doping is shown in Fig. 1(b). Fick’s law for
manganese diffusion was considered assuming a manganese
diffusion length of 1 monolayer of CdTe [19]. The samples, in
the form of 1.5 × 6 mm rectangles, were fitted with electrical
contacts in a Hall barlike configuration. Experiments have
been carried out in a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator inserted
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Conduction-band (CB) and valence-
band (VB) spatial profiles (perpendicular to the plane of QW) of the
CdTe QW based on the self-consistent solution of the Schrödinger
and Poisson equation. The position of the iodine δ-doped layer is
shown by gray area. The first two (three) electron (heavy-hole) bound
states are depicted by black and red (black, red, and blue) curves. (b)
The position of the manganese δ-doped layers in CdMnTe QW. The
diffusion length of manganese in CdTe was taken into account and
set to be one CdTe monolayer. The discrete points are plotted at the
positions of CdTe monolayers.

into a superconducting magnet. A standard, low-frequency
(≈10 Hz) lock-in technique has been applied for the resistance
measurements. The samples were illuminated by using the
514-nm line of an Ar+ laser to increase the 2DEG mobility by
20%–30%. The permanent illumination also increases carrier
concentration by ≈5%. The laser illumination was limited
to ∼50 μW/cm2 and was permanently maintained as it was
found to ensure the most stable conditions over the different
experimental runs. The resulting heating effects on the 2DEG
were estimated directly from the magnetoresistance. Special
attention has been paid to using slow sweeps so as not to affect
the amplitude of fast SdH oscillations. The field-sweeping
speed for the CdTe QW was 10 mT/min for B = 0–0.3 T and
15 mT/min for B = 0.3–1 T, and it was 15 mT/min in the
whole range of fields B = 0–1 T for the CdMnTe QW. Under
our experimental conditions, the CdTe 2DEG density was
4.5 × 1011 cm−2 (corresponding to a Fermi energy of EF =
10.8 meV), with a low-temperature mobility of μ = 2.6 ×
105 cm2/Vs. The CdMnTe 2DEG density was 4.0 × 1011 cm−2

(corresponding to a Fermi energy of EF = 9.6 meV), with
a low-temperature mobility of μ = 1.2 × 105 cm2/Vs. The
lower carrier density in the CdMnTe QW is caused by the

FIG. 2. (Color online) Longitudinal magnetoresistance in (a)
CdTe and (b) CdMnTe QWs for four selected temperatures. The
data are shifted along the y axis for clarity, and the units of (a)
100 � and (b) 200 � are marked along the left side by a double
arrow. Minima corresponding to odd, even, and alternating odd and
even filling factors are labeled “o,” “e,” and “o/e,” respectively.
The nodes [condition �s = (n + 1/2)�ωc] in the beating pattern of
magnetoresistance of CdMnTe QW are labeled by integer index n.

1.1-nm-wider well and different band gap of CdMnTe. Both
vary eigenenergies in the QW and hence also the carrier
density, which is given by the alignment of the iodine donor
levels and the electron ground state.

The effective mass and the g factor of electrons in CdTe,
me = 0.1m0 and |ge| = 1.6, were determined by far-infrared
magnetoabsorption and Raman scattering spectroscopy.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The magnetoresistance of the 2DEG in CdTe and CdMnTe
QWs is shown for four selected temperatures in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b), respectively. For the sake of comparison we plot the
data as a function of the filling factor ν = B1/B, where B1

is the magnetic field at filling factor ν = 1 (B1 = 18.8 T in
the CdTe QW and B1 = 16.5 T in the CdMnTe QW). The
magnetoresistance in the CdTe QW exhibits the well-known
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SdH oscillations, whose amplitude increases (decreases) with
magnetic field (temperature). At low magnetic fields, before
spin splitting is observed, the minima of the longitudinal
resistance Rxx correspond to the situations where the Fermi
energy lies between two Landau levels (LL) in a minimum of
the total density of states Gtot. When the Fermi energy lies
in the center of a Landau level, maxima in Rxx are observed.
Above a critical magnetic field, electron-electron exchange
interactions lift the Landau-level spin degeneracy [6], which
leads to alternating odd- and even-filling-factor minima in the
SdH oscillations [visible, e.g., for ν < 30 at T = 177 mK in
Fig. 2(a)].

The magnetoresistance in the CdMnTe QW also exhibits
SdH oscillations, as can be seen in Fig. 2(b). However, an
additional beating pattern is observed, and “nodes” can be
distinguished in the SdH amplitude, as previously observed in
Ref. [15]. At low magnetic fields, the SdH amplitude tends
to zero in the region of the nodes, while at higher fields, they
are characterized by a local minimum of the SdH amplitude
associated with a doubled SdH oscillation frequency. The
presence of a strong electron-manganese exchange interaction
gives rise to a GZS in the 2DEG, which grows quickly as
the localized Mn spins are polarized by the applied magnetic
field. The GZS saturates when the Mn spin polarization
has reached its maximum value for a magnetic field of
typically ∼0.5 T at low temperatures. This “Brillouin-like”
strong field dependence of the GZS, compared to the smaller
linear increase of the cyclotron gap (�ωc = 1.16 meV/T),
leads to the rather unusual situation where the spin gap �s

can be several times larger than the cyclotron gap. As the
magnetic field increases, the conditions �s = n�ωc, where
n is a (decreasing) integer, are successively satisfied. This
magnetic-field-dependent commensurability of the spin and
cyclotron gaps leads to a maximized density of states when
the Fermi level lies in the center of coinciding (degenerate)
levels. When the spin-resolved Landau levels are all equally
spaced [�s = (n + 1/2)�ωc], the maximum density of states
is a factor of 2 smaller. The observed SdH beating is therefore
a direct manifestation of the GZS in magnetic 2DEGs. We note
that the node conditions [�s = (n + 1/2)�ωc] should also be
accompanied by a doubling of the SdH frequency, similar
to the one observed at high enough magnetic fields in CdTe
[Fig. 2(a)]. This is indeed observed for small n, as indicated
by the down arrows in Fig. 2(b). In the lower magnetic field
regime, where �ωc � �, the density-of-states modulation is
so small that the nodes conditions result in a disappearance of
the SdH.

The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the data for both
nonmagnetic and magnetic QWs is shown in Fig. 3. The FFT
was performed in the range of magnetic fields B = 0.1–0.54
T in order to take into account the low-field oscillations
where the spin-resolved Landau levels can be neglected. The
nonmagnetic QW and the magnetic QW at 812 mK show
single-frequency resistance oscillations in 1/B, as expected
from the data in Fig. 2. The low-temperature SdH oscillations
in a magnetic QW show double-frequency oscillations, and
the distance between both frequencies decreases at elevated
temperature. The frequency difference is proportional to the
GZS, as explained within the model proposed in the following
section.
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FIG. 3. Amplitude of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the data
shown in Fig. 2. The Fourier transform of the SdH oscillations in
(a) CdTe and (b) CdMnTe QWs. The FFT was performed on data in
the low-field interval B = 0.1–0.54 T, where effects of spin-resolved
Landau levels can be neglected.

IV. THEORETICAL MODEL

In order to quantitatively describe the data in both CdTe
and CdMnTe, we have derived the formula describing the SdH
oscillation in the case of an arbitrarily large spin splitting �s .
We have used the Kubo-Greenwood expression [8,20]

σ (B) =
∫ ∞

−∞
σ (E)

(
−∂nFD

∂E

)
dE (1)

to calculate the conductivity σ (B) of electrons, where nFD is
the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The conductivity σ (E) calculated
within the Drude model yields σ (E) = e2neff/meτtrω

2
c in the

diffusion limit (ωcτtr � 1), where neff is an effective carrier
concentration contributing to σ (E), me is the effective mass of
electrons, τtr is the transport lifetime, and ωc is the cyclotron
frequency.

The effective carrier concentration neff is proportional to the
density of states at the Fermi level G(EF ) and can be written as
neff ∝ G(EF )

G0
= 1 + δG(EF )

G0
, where G0 = me

2π�2 is the zero-field
density of states and δG(E) is the modulation of G(E) for
B > 0 T [G(E) = G0 + δG(E) and δG(E) � G0].

The relative change of the conductivity can then be written
as | σxx (B)−σ0

σ0
| = 2p| δG

G0
|, where the exponent p depends on the

type of scattering (p = 1 for long-range scattering and p = 2
for short-range scattering where 1/τtr ∝ G(EF )

G0
[21]). G(E)

has been modeled as a sum of either Lorentzian [Eq. (2)] or
Gaussian [Eq. (3)] Landau levels:

G(E) = me

2π�2

�ωc

π�

∞∑
n=0

∑
s=±1/2

1

1 + (E−En,s

�

)2 , (2)

G(E) = me

2π�2

�ωc√
2π�

∞∑
n=0

∑
s=±1/2

exp

[
− (E − En,s)2

2�2

]
, (3)

where � is the half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the
Landau levels (� = �/2τq , where τq is the quantum lifetime)
and En,s is the energy of the LL with orbital (spin) quantum
number n (s = ±1/2). In order to compare the model directly
with the resistance data, we have used the relation | σxx (B)−σ0

σ0
| =

|Rxx (B)−R0
R0

|, where σ0 and R0 are the zero-field conductivity and
the resistance, respectively, valid for a 2DEG in a quantizing
magnetic field. Hence, the final expression for the resistance
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reads, in the form of the Fourier series,∣∣∣∣Rxx(B) − R0

R0

∣∣∣∣
= 2p

∞∑
s=1

(−1)s exp

[
−2

(
π�s

�ωc

)l
]

s2π2kBTe/�ωc

sinh(s2π2kBTe/�ωc)

× cos

(
2πEF s

�ωc

)
cos

(
πs�s

�ωc

)
. (4)

Equation (4) comprises the case of dominant long-range
(p = 1) and short-range (p = 2) scattering mechanisms,
Lorentzian (l = 1), and Gaussian (l = 2) LL broadening. We
note that the LL shape is not unambiguously determined
from Eq. (4): a B-independent Lorentzian broadening �L

is equivalent to a B-dependent (�G ∝ √
B) Gaussian broad-

ening �G, where �L = π
�ωc

�2
G. The terms “Lorentzian” and

“Gaussian” broadening are used here in the sense of magnetic-
field-independent broadening.

Finally, an arbitrarily large spin splitting �s is taken into
account by the last cosine term [22–24]. In CdTe, at low
magnetic fields, the spin splitting is much smaller than the
cyclotron energy such that cos ( πs�s

�ωc
) ≈ 1, which does not

influence much the SdH amplitude. In contrast, in CdMnTe,
�s at low magnetic field can be much larger than �ωc, which
leads to the beating patterns described in the previous section.
In this case, the cosine term in Eq. (4) describes the additional
modulation of the envelope of the SdH oscillations.

We note that in the case of a nonmagnetic CdTe QW the spin
splitting is negligible; hence, there is only one dominant cosine
term in Eq. (4), giving rise to single-frequency resistance oscil-
lations, as seen in FFT [Fig. 3(a)]. The GZS in a magnetic QW
is even larger than the cyclotron gap; hence, both cosine terms
in Eq. (4) play an important role. The product of the two cosine
terms in Eq. (4) can be rewritten as cos ( 2πEF s

�ωc
) cos (πs�s

�ωc
) =

1
2 [cos ( 2πEF s

�ωc
+ πs�s

�ωc
) + cos ( 2πEF s

�ωc
− πs�s

�ωc
)], giving rise to

two frequencies, B± = m
�e

(EF ± �s

2 ), as depicted in Fig. 3(b)
by dashed lines. The value �s,FFT = 1.4 meV (�s,FFT is spin
gap �s determined from the FFT peaks at B±) at T = 188 mK
is the field-averaged value of the spin gap. The range of
magnetic fields, over which �s is averaged to obtain �s,FFT , is
determined by the interval of magnetic fields used to perform
numerically FFT (B = 0.1–0.54 T).

V. DATA MODELING

A. SdH oscillations in CdTe

The amplitude of the SdH oscillations in CdTe is plotted in
Fig. 4 for carrier temperatures from 177 to 1200 mK. The am-
plitudes are compared with the model (4), using a Landau-level
broadening � = (112 ± 10) μeV, me = 0.1m0, R0 = 65 �,
and ge = −1.6. The carrier temperature Te, which differs from
the bath temperature Tbath in our experimental conditions, was
determined as a fitting parameter. Te (used throughout the
paper) is plotted versus Tbath in Fig. 8 below. The results were
found to be essentially the same when taking into account
one or more terms in the Fourier series of Eq. (4). The
data are well described by a long-range scattering formalism
(p = 1) and Lorentzian Landau levels (l = 1). The dominant
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Natural logarithm of the amplitude of SdH
oscillations in CdTe for several carrier temperatures from 177 to
1160 mK (solid circles). Due to the limited range of validity of Eq. (4)
and/or the smallness of the signal-to-noise ratio, only the black points
were used in the fitting procedure. The red curves are the theoretical
fits using Eq. (4) with a Landau-level broadening � = 110 μeV and
an effective mass me = 0.1m0.

role of the long-range scattering mechanism, as well as the
extracted value for the quantum lifetime τq = (3 ± 0.3) ps, is
a fingerprint of a good sample quality, sufficient to observe
the integer and fractional quantum Hall effects in this II–VI
semiconductor material, as reported in our earlier study [12].

B. SdH oscillations in CdMnTe

The SdH oscillations in CdMnTe are analyzed in two steps.
We first focus on the position of the nodes (Sec. V B 1) and
then discuss the oscillation amplitude (Sec. V B 2). The final
overall behavior is summarized in Sec. V B 3.

1. Characteristics of the SdH nodes

The temperature dependence of the magnetic-field position
of the SdH nodes is shown in Fig. 5. As explained in Sec. III, the
nodes appear when the condition �s = (n + 1

2 )�ωc is fulfilled.
The spin splitting �s in CdMnTe can be modeled in a mean-
field approach as

�s = geμBB + �exchB5/2

[
5
2gMnμBB

kB(TMn + T0)

]
(1 − Pp)

+ �exchPp

2S0

5∑
n=1

1

exp
( 2nJAF −gMnμBB

kBTMn

) + 1
+ α�s, (5)

where the four terms are the bare Zeeman splitting; the GZS
due to the s-d exchange interaction between electrons and
isolated Mn spins [25]; the contribution of antiferromagnetic
(AFM) interactions within pair clusters of Mn atoms [26],
which modifies the average Mn spin polarization; and the con-
tribution of electron-electron interactions [27], respectively.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Magnetic field position of the nodes in
the beating pattern of Rxx in a CdMnTe QW plotted vs carrier
temperature. Experimental data (points) are compared with the
models of GZS including/neglecting Mn pair clusters (black/red
curves). The mean AFM exchange interaction was included by
T0 = (40 ± 10) mK and T0 = (90 ± 10) mK in the two models of
GZS, respectively.

The strength of the s-d electron-manganese interaction �exch

depends in particular on the Mn concentration (nominally,
xave = 0.3%) and the total Mn spin quantum number S0 =
5/2. B5/2 is the Brillouin function describing the Mn spin
magnetism, where gMn = 2.0 is the manganese g factor. T0

is an additional phenomenological temperature which can be
introduced to take into account AFM Mn-Mn interactions
through the (single-particle) Brillouin function. TMn is Mn
temperature (we note that the best fit to the data was obtained
with TMn = Te). The “cluster” term aims at directly including
the effect of AFM Mn-Mn interactions on the spin polarization
of the S0 = 5/2 Mn system. Pp is the probability that Mn
is a part of a pair cluster, and JAF is the strength of
the direct Mn-Mn AFM interaction between two neighbors.
α ∼= �0

2EF
= 0.11 stands for the electron-electron interaction

(in our case, the Fermi energy is EF = 9.6 meV, and the
parameter �0 = 2.1 meV has been determined in previous
work [27]).

We have used two different approaches to fit the experimen-
tal data of Fig. 5. Parameters �exch−1 (�exch−2) and T0−1 (T0−2)
are used in the following text to denote results of numerical
fitting of the parameters �exch and T0 in Eq. (5) within the first
(second) approach. In the first approach, the e-Mn interaction
is entirely taken into account by the second term of Eq. (5),
and the third term is neglected (Pp = 0). The best fits to the
experimental data are reported as red curves in Fig. 5 and
describe the data at the qualitative level. The corresponding
parameters are �exch−1 = 1.7 meV and T0−1 = 90 mK, which
phenomenologically take into account the Mn-Mn interaction
by reducing the average Mn spin polarization.

In the second approach, the Mn-Mn AFM interaction
within pair clusters is directly taken into account by using
the third (cluster) term of Eq. (5). In this term, the nearest-
neighbor (NN) AFM interaction is expected to be rather
strong (JNN/kB ≈ 5 K [25,26]), such that for magnetic
fields lower than 5 T [= (2JNN − 5kBTe, max)/(gMnμB), where
Te, max = 823 mK], NN are always antiferromagnetically
coupled and thus do not contribute to the GZS. However, the
next-nearest neighbors (NNN) of manganese atom interaction
are weaker (JNNN/kB = 0.5 K [28–31]) and can play a
role already at B ∼ 0.5 T and T ∼ 200 mK and similar
or lower B/T values. We note that the interaction strength
between third- and higher-order NN is generally small and
decreases exponentially with distance [31,32]. Their residual
influence is sufficiently well described by the commonly used
T0 phenomenological parameter [25]. Besides these distant
pairs, AFM interactions from higher-order clusters (triplets,
quadruplets, etc.) are also included in T0. The fits to the data
obtained in this second approach are plotted as black curves
in Fig. 5 and give an excellent quantitative description of the
data. The fitting parameters are Pp = 20%, JAF /kB = 0.5 K,
�exch−2 = 1.7 meV, and T0−2 = (40 ± 10) mK. The extracted
probability of cluster formation, Pp = 20%, is significantly
higher than the one expected from statistical considerations
(typically a few percent). This is usually explained in terms
of nonhomogeneous distribution of Mn [33]. The value of
JAF /kB = 0.5 K suggests that the influence of the Mn pair
clusters originates from the NNN interaction of manganese
ions. The small but nonzero value observed for T0−2 = (40 ±
10) mK can be attributed to higher-order AFM interactions.

In conclusion, the beating pattern of the SdH oscillations
is profoundly modified by the magnetic subsystem and
therefore constitutes a powerful tool to characterize the e-Mn
interaction, the Mn concentration, and the Mn-Mn interactions
in CdMnTe systems.

2. Oscillation amplitude

In Fig. 6, we plot the SdH oscillation amplitude in our
CdMnTe QW for two representative temperatures, using a
reciprocal magnetic field scale. In addition to the previously
analyzed beating patterns, which manifest themselves as
repeated deviations from the solid black line, we observe
that the overall envelope of the amplitude of the oscillations
depends only weakly on temperature. This is particularly
evident when comparing the almost parallel solid black lines
in Fig. 6 to the case of CdTe (Fig. 4), where the 1/B slope of
the oscillation amplitude strongly increases with temperature,
a usual consequence of the SdH temperature damping. This
suggests that the usual SdH temperature damping, described
by the x/ sin(x) function in Eq. (4), is compensated by some
nontrivial temperature dependence of the disorder damping
[the exponential term in Eq. (4)]. More precisely, the observed
behavior points toward an unusual temperature narrowing of
the LL broadening (at thus a reduced “disorder damping”
at higher temperature) which cannot be anticipated within
the most standard forms of scattering. Another interesting
observation is the nonlinearity of the overall envelope in the
1/B scale, which is indicated at low temperature by the red
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Natural logarithm of SdH oscillation am-
plitude in CdMnTe at the electron temperatures 188 and 449 mK
in reciprocal magnetic field scale. The two straight black lines
show the usual linear 1/B behavior expected within the Lifshitz-
Kosevich formalism, nevertheless exhibiting an unusual parallelism
for different temperatures. The red line depicts nonlinearity, described
in our model as a field-dependent Landau-level broadening. The data
are shifted vertically for clarity.

line in Fig. 6. This 1/B nonlinearity implies a magnetic field
dependence of the Landau-level broadening �.

We note that the values of quantum lifetimes in CdTe and
CdMnTe are here very similar, in agreement with previous
observations [12,17]. However, the observed field and tem-
perature dependence of this quantity in CdMnTe points to the
occurrence of an additional physical effect contributing to the
level broadening. Again, the main difference between CdTe
and CdMnTe QWs is the presence of manganese spins. As a
matter of fact, the observed dependence of the broadening
is qualitatively reminiscent of the behavior of the average
manganese spin polarization 〈Sz〉, which increases (decreases)
with the magnetic field (temperature), as can be seen by
considering the (dominant) Brillouin function in Eq. (5). As the
spin polarization of the manganese system directly determines
the position of the Landau level, a variation of the manganese
content x which appears in the prefactor �exch in Eq. (5)
will shift the energy-level position proportionally to 〈Sz〉. A
nonhomogeneous Mn distribution at the local scale is therefore
at the origin of an additional level broadening. The mean
energy shift �Mn can be simply written as

�Mn =
(

�x

xave

)(
1

2
�exch

)
B5/2

[
5
2gMnμBB

kB(TMn + T0)

]
, (6)

where �x represents the maximum Mn spatial fluctuation
around the average value xave (the extremal values of x are
then x = xave ± �x). The other parameters are as defined
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FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) Natural logarithm of the amplitude of
SdH oscillations in a CdMnTe QW for electron temperatures from
188 to 823 mK. Experimental data used (unused) in the fitting
procedure are plotted by black (green) points, and the red curves
show the theoretical model including fluctuations of the manganese
concentration as an additional source of Landau-level broadening.
(b) Resulting total LL broadening � as a function of the carrier
temperature T . The B dependence originating from Eq. (6) is
averaged in order to get solely the temperature dependence (red line).

previously, and the mean energy shift �Mn can be identified
with the Lorentzian HWHM used in our formalism (2) and (4).

We have reproduced our experimental data by taking this
effect into account and writing the total LL broadening in
CdMnTe as � = �0 + �Mn, where �0 is a temperature-/field-
independent broadening and �Mn is the “fluctuation-induced”
contribution described above. This broadening was directly
injected in the previously used SdH formalism [Eq. (4)]. The
amplitude of SdH oscillations is shown in Fig. 7(a) together
with simulations using a LL broadening � = �0 + �Mn (red
solid curves).

As in the case of CdTe, we have used Lorentzian Landau
levels in a long-range scattering approximation [p = 1 in
Eq. (4)]. The data were fitted using �0 = 20 μeV and
δx
xave

= 11% ± 5%, which gives an estimation for the relative
mean fluctuation of the Mn concentration. This value is in
good agreement with the expected statistical fluctuation of the
number of manganese ions NMn/e per one electron (or per
area defined by the de Broglie wavelength). In our sample
NMn/e ≈ 60, giving fluctuations 1√

NMn/e

= 13%.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Relation between carrier temperature T

and bath temperature Tbath in CdTe (black dots) and CdMnTe (red
squares) QWs.

The resulting total LL broadening � is plotted as a
function of magnetic field and temperature in Fig. 7(b). The
extracted “nonmagnetic” broadening �0 is smaller in CdMnTe
than in CdTe. This is actually not surprising because our
approach considers an additional source of broadening in
CdMnTe, while the total broadening is similar in both systems.
Physically, a smaller �0 broadening in CdMnTe could be
attributed to a reduction of the intra-Landau-level spin-flip
scattering in CdMnTe. Indeed, while the opposite spin levels in
CdTe always belong to the same Landau level, in CdMnTe the
GZS puts into coincidence opposite spins with different orbital
quantum numbers, which might affect the spin-flip scattering
processes. We finally note that the value of δx

xave
= 11% ± 5%

is obtained by assuming that the temperature-/field-dependent
Landau-level broadening originates only from fluctuation in
the manganese concentration and thus constitutes an upper
bound for the mean fluctuations. Other mechanisms involving
the manganese spin polarization 〈Sz〉, such as an anisotropic
electron-Mn interaction similar to the Mn-Mn anisotropic
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction [34], could also contribute
to the observed broadening.

The carrier temperature, being the second fitting parameter,
is compared for both nonmagnetic and magnetic QWs in Fig. 8.
In spite of the lowest bath temperature of 90 mK, the carrier
temperature saturates at 177 and 188 mK in nonmagnetic and
magnetic QWs, respectively. The saturation is probably caused
by the cw laser illumination. However, further experiments
need to be done to confirm this conclusion.

3. Overall behavior

In Fig. 9, we report the experimental data of Fig. 2(b),
together with the model developed throughout the paper for
the temperature and field dependence of the SdH oscillation in
CdMnTe. The oscillation amplitude and the node position are
well reproduced, as shown earlier in the paper. The beating
pattern and the phase shift of the oscillations across each
node are correctly described by the last cosine term in Eq. (4)
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Longitudinal resistance Rxx in the
CdMnTe QW (black curves) compared with our model (red curves)
assuming manganese pair clusters and fluctuations of the manganese
concentration. The theoretical model is shifted vertically from
the experimental data for clarity. Sets of theoretical model and
experimental data for different temperatures are also shifted vertically
for clarity.

including the giant Zeeman splitting. We note that in order to
reproduce the doubled oscillation frequency at the high-field
nodes (ν < 50), the first two terms of the Fourier series in
Eq. (4) have to be taken into account. Taking into account
higher-order terms (up to 100) deepens the splitting of the
doubled SdH oscillations, which is nevertheless still weaker
than in our experimental observations. This could be related
to the proximity of the Stoner transition, where spin splitting
develops in a nonlinear way [6,35].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations have been studied in a
high-quality magnetic 2DEG formed in a diluted magnetic
CdMnTe quantum well. The SdH characteristics can be
well described by incorporating the electron-Mn exchange
interaction in the traditional Lifshitz-Kosevich formalism in
a mean-field approach. A more detailed analysis reveals the
role of antiferromagnetic Mn-Mn interactions in this system, as
well as a nontrivial reduction of the Landau-level broadening
with increasing temperature, which can be accounted for by
fluctuations in the manganese concentration.
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